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ABSTRACT
RNA molecules have several important functions in a cell. They carry the genetic
information from DNA to protein, act as catalysts and regulate gene expression. Both
DNA and RNA consist of nucleotides, DNA molecules are mainly double stranded
while RNA molecules often have single stranded regions that interrupt the double
stranded structure. RNA molecules can take a variety of three dimensional structures
and the single stranded regions are commonly used as recognition sites and building
blocks.
In this thesis the structure and dynamics of different RNA molecules have been studied
by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The thesis is based on four papers where the
RNA structures contain nucleotides that do not form Watson-Crick base pairs. Base
flipping is studied by umbrella sampling in two of the papers.
In the first paper terminal loop motifs are studied. Some of the loop motifs are known
to be very stable in thermal melting experiments and we have studied if the loops have
an intrinsic stability. The loop motifs with purine-purine stacking and hydrogen bonds
across the loop are shown to be most capable of retaining the loop structure.
In the second paper an adenosine to inosine (A-to-I) editing site is studied. The A at the
editing site is mismatched with a cytidine (C). The editing site (R/G site) is targeted
selectively by an editing enzyme from the adenosine deaminases acting on RNA
(ADAR) family. This editing site was studied and compared with another A-C
mismatch (46 site), a few base pairs away, that is not selectively targeted. The A at the
R/G site is shown to be more flexible than the A at the 46 site in the MD simulations.
Base flipping of the A at the R/G site and at the 46 site are investigated and the minor
groove pathway is found to be preferred over the major groove.
In the third paper the focus is on a part of the spliceosome, the U6 RNA intramolecular
stem loop which contains an unpaired uridine (U). In NMR structures this U is in the
stack at pH 7.0 and flipped out at pH 5.7. The pathway of this base flipping is studied.
We demonstrate that the minor groove pathway is preferred over the major groove
pathway, and that protonation on an A adjacent to the flipping U lowers the energy
barrier ~3.5 kcal/mol.
In the fourth paper, RNA bulges are studied. The RNA molecules consist of an
antisense oligonucleotide forming a complex with a target RNA with an internal bulge
loop of different sizes. O2’-methylations are performed on the antisense strand and
these methylations are found to influence the minor groove hydration.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Living organisms are enormously diverse. Still the cells of a human being use the same
mechanisms for basic functions as the cells in a cat or in a tree. Each cell can be
compared with a tiny factory where chemical reactions occur and keep the cell alive.
Water takes up about 70% and proteins about 20% of the weight of a cell (Alberts
2002). Proteins are the most versatile molecules in living organisms with differing
functions like enzymes, receptors and antibodies. It is necessary for cells to have an
efficient protein synthesis machinery that fast can deliver new proteins with correct
sequence. The subunits of proteins are amino acids which are joined together into one
chain which folds into a three dimensional structure. A correct folded protein is
necessary for it to function properly.
All cells use deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) to store genetic information which is passed
on from generation to generation. The subunits of DNA are nucleotides and two
complementary DNA strands form a double stranded helix. The genetic information in
DNA is first copied (transcribed) into a similar molecule, ribonucleic acid (RNA).
After transcription the genetic information in the RNA is decoded and translated into a
protein at the ribosome. The ribosome is the protein synthesis machine and is a
ribozyme (RNA enzyme) which catalyzes the formation of peptide bonds between the
amino acids in the protein chain. Not all parts of DNA codes for proteins, different
RNA molecules can also be the final products. RNA molecules have different functions
in the cell and like proteins they also need to have a certain three dimensional structure
to function properly.
RNA molecules have a long history and have been suggested to be important in the
origin of life. There are also other functions and aspects of RNA molecules, that can be
used in biotechnology and drug design. A few aspects of the importance of RNA
molecules are briefly described below.
According to the RNA world hypothesis, origin of life was based on RNA molecules
that both store the genetic information and catalyze their own replication so that DNA
and proteins were not needed (Gilbert 1986). Later in evolution, proteins became the
main molecules that perform catalysis and even later DNA double helices became the
molecules that store the genetic information. The RNA world hypothesis is supported
by the fact that RNA can act as a ribozyme.
RNA molecules were viewed as the mediators of the genetic information from DNA to
protein but are now acknowledged to perform many different functions in a cell, for
instance in gene regulation. Fire and Mello were awarded the Nobel prize in physiology
and medicine in 2006 for their work on RNA interference (Fire, Xu et al. 1998). Cells
use the RNA interference mechanism to regulate gene expression. In RNA interference
double stranded RNA molecules are used in a machinery that leads to mRNA
degradation which in turn leads to that the protein does not get translated.
In drug design one wants to target a molecule that is associated with disease. Proteins
are usually used as targets and the drugs function as inhibitors. RNA molecules can
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also be used in drug design. Since the mRNA codes for a protein, the mRNA can be the
drug target instead of the protein it codes for. The RNA interference pathway is one
way RNA molecules can be used in drug design.
This thesis includes four papers which cover different RNA molecules. The structures I
have studied have in common that they contain nucleotides that do not form WatsonCrick base pairs. The parts of RNA molecules that are not double stranded are
important for the variety of structures and functions RNA molecules have. In this thesis
I first give an introduction to RNA function and structure, followed by RNA in drug
design. Next, I describe the methods I have used, the main results from the four papers
and finally future perspectives on molecular dynamics simulations and RNA structure.
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2 RNA FUNCTION
In the central dogma of molecular biology, DNA→RNA→Protein (Crick 1970), RNA
used to be seen as the passive transporter of the genetic information. Today, it is known
that RNA is actively participating in gene expression. The best known RNA molecules
are those involved in the flow of genetic information but there are also other classes of
RNA molecules, like ribozymes and short interfering RNA (siRNA) molecules.
Ribozymes are RNA molecules with catalytic activity (Doherty and Doudna 2000) and
siRNA:s are double stranded RNA molecules involved in gene regulation (Hannon
2002). This chapter focuses on RNA molecules involved in gene expression and posttranscriptional modifications that are involved in eukaryotic gene expression. Posttranscriptional modifications are important for protein diversity since the nucleotide
sequence in the DNA can lead to different versions of a protein.
2.1

RNA IN GENE EXPRESSION

In gene expression, the genetic information that is coded into the nucleotide sequence
of the DNA is passed on to the amino acid sequence of the protein or nucleotide
sequence of the RNA (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Pathway of genetic information from DNA to protein in an eukaryotic cell.

During transcription the sequence in the DNA is copied into messenger RNA (mRNA)
(Stryer 1995). The mRNA carries the genetic code from the DNA to the ribosome
where the protein is translated. In contrast to prokaryotic cells which do not have a
nucleus, the mRNA in eukaryotic cells needs to be transported from the nucleus to the
cytoplasm where the ribosomes are. The genetic information in the mRNA is divided
into codons, where each codon consists of three bases. The codon in the mRNA is
recognized by the anticodon of a transfer RNA (tRNA). Each transfer RNA (tRNA)
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carries a specific amino acid to the site of protein synthesis at the ribosome. The
ribosomes consist of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and proteins. It is rRNA that catalyzes
the peptide bond formation in protein synthesis.

2.2

RNA EDITING

Editing is a process where an RNA molecule is altered by insertion, deletion or
substitution of nucleotides. If the editing occurs in the mRNA the codons can be
changed (Gott and Emeson 2000). The editing can also change start codons, stop
codons and splicing sites and is an efficient way to generate protein isoforms from one
single mRNA.
2.2.1 A-to-I editing
One common form of RNA editing is the deamination of adenosine (A) to inosine (I),
A-to-I editing (Figure 2). During translation, inosine is read as guanosine (G) and if the
editing occurs in a coding region the amino acid sequence in the protein is changed and
can lead to altered protein function.

Figure 2. A-to-I editing. Adenosine (A) is converted to inosine (I) during deamination.

The family of adenosine deaminases acting on RNA (ADARs) are enzymes that
catalyze A-to-I editing (Bass 2002). ADARs perform two types of editing; hyperediting and selective editing. The type of editing depends on the structure of the RNA.
Hyper-editing occurs when the RNA is long (50 base pairs) and completely doublestranded (Nishikura, Yoo et al. 1991; Polson and Bass 1994). Selective editing can be
performed when the double-stranded RNA is interrupted by bulges, loops or
mismatches (Bass 2002). The selective editing has been found in pre-mRNA coding for
neurotransmitter receptors in the mammalian brain (Sommer, Kohler et al. 1991;
Lomeli, Mosbacher et al. 1994; Burns, Chu et al. 1997; Bhalla, Rosenthal et al. 2004).
One site that is selectively deaminated is in the mammalian glutamate receptor subunit
B (gluR-B) pre-mRNA and this A-to-I editing site is studied in paper II.
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2.3

SPLICING

In prokaryotic cells transcription is directly followed by translation, while in eukaryotic
cells the transcribed mRNA needs to be processed in several steps before it becomes
mature mRNA which can be transported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm where the
ribosomes are (Alberts 2002). In eukaryotic cells the transcribed mRNA is called
precursor-mRNA (pre-mRNA) and the processing steps are 5’-cap addition,
3’-polyadenylation and splicing. In contrast to prokaryotic DNA which is only coding,
eukaryotic DNA contains non-coding regions, exons. In the splicing mechanism of premRNA the non-coding introns are removed and the coding exons are joined together
(Figure 3) to form mature mRNA (Brow 2002) .

Figure 3. During splicing the coding exons in the pre-mRNA are joined together.

The spliceosome performs the catalysis of splicing. It is a very dynamic
ribonucleoprotein complex consisting of five small nuclear RNAs (U1, U2, U4, U5 and
U6) and their associated proteins. The spliceosome undergoes several structural
rearrangements before it is in its active form. Only parts of it are involved in the actual
catalysis. U2 and U6 form a complex that can perform catalysis in a reaction that is
similar to the first step of splicing (Valadkhan and Manley 2001). In paper III, the U6
intramolecular stem loop is studied.
Alternative splicing is a mechanism that allows for variations in the resulting mature
mRNA by joining together exons in different combinations (Lopez 1998). If several
splicing alternatives exist, different proteins can be synthesized from only one piece of
DNA. Isoforms of proteins are created by alternative splicing of the pre-mRNA
depending on what the cell needs at that moment.
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3

RNA STRUCTURE

RNA molecules can have a variety of structures and perform different functions in the
cell. Both DNA and RNA are nucleic acids and are built in a similar way, but RNA has
a greater variety of three-dimensional structures than DNA. Nucleic acids consist of
nucleotide subunits. Despite the difference in three dimensional structures between
DNA and RNA both nucleic acids are built up by only four different nucleotides each.
3.1

NUCLEOTIDES

In nucleic acids each nucleotide consists of a base, a sugar and a phosphate group
(Figure 4). If the phosphate is removed the nucleotide becomes a nucleoside
(Bloomfield, Crothers et al. 2000). The bases which hold the genetic information differ
between the different nucleotides while the phosphate and the sugar parts are the same
for all nucleotides.

Figure 4. Schematic figures of a nucleotide to the left and two nucleotides in a nucleic acid chain to
the right.

In RNA the bases are adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and uracil (U). DNA uses
thymine (T) instead of U. The bases are divided into purines and pyrimidines
depending on whether they consist of one or two aromatic rings. The purines have two
rings and are A and G while the pyrimidines have one ring and are C and U/T.
The sugar is ribose in RNA (with –OH on C2’) and deoxyribose in DNA (with –H on
C2’) (Figure 5). The OH-group in RNA is a hydrogen-bonding site and it also makes
RNA more susceptible for cleavage.

Figure 5. Ribose with –OH on C2’ to the left and deoxyribose with –H on C2’ to the right.
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3.2

DOUBLE HELICAL STRUCTURE AND BASE PAIRING

Watson and Crick described the double helical structure of DNA, with two strands that
are joined together by hydrogen bonds between bases of the two strands (Watson and
Crick 1953). Since the bases of the two strands form hydrogen bonds, they are
positioned on the inside of the double helix while the sugar and phosphates are
positioned on the outside (Figure 6). The altering sugars and phosphates form a
backbone. The nucleotides are joined together via phosphodiester bonds between the
3´-hydroxyl (-OH) of one nucleotide and the 5’-phosphate (P) of the following
nucleotide (Bloomfield, Crothers et al. 2000). The ends of one strand are referred to as
the 5’-end and the 3’-end. The two chains in a double helix are in opposite directions.
Each base pair consists of one purine and one pyrimidine. The hydrogen bonds that are
formed between the bases are of the type N-H···N and N-H···O. The base pairs in
double stranded DNA and RNA are called Watson-Crick base pairs and are G-C, A-T
(DNA) and A-U (RNA). The G-C base pairs have three hydrogen bonds between the
bases while A-T and A-U only have two. In RNA, the G-U wobble pair is also common
and adds even more diversity to RNA structure (Varani and McClain 2000). Base pair
and wobble pair interactions are not only important for double helical structure, but also
in codon-anticodon interactions (Crick 1966).

Figure 6. At the left side, a schematic figure of two DNA or RNA strands forming a double strand
via base pairs. P is phosphate, S is sugar and the grey rectangles are bases. To the right, G-C, A-U
Watson-Crick base pairs and G-U wobble pair.
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3.3

BASE STACKING

Apart from base pairing, the bases are also involved in stacking interactions which
contribute to the three dimensional nucleic acid structure (Bloomfield, Crothers et al.
2000). The bases are flat and can be arranged so that the aromatic rings are positioned
on top of each other (Figure 7). Stacking can be present both between neighboring
bases and between bases of different strands like in the figure below. Base stacking
involves hydrophobic, electrostatic and dispersion interactions and it is debated which
is the most important interaction.

Figure 7. Stacking between two adenines from different RNA strands, cross-strand stacking.
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3.4

STRUCTURAL MOTIFS

The structure of DNA is most often double stranded while the double stranded regions
of RNA are often interrupted by single stranded regions (Figure 8). There are
nucleotide sequences in RNA that often are present where the bases do not form
Watson-Crick base pairs and where the phosphodiester backbone has a distinctive fold
(Moore 1999; Leontis and Westhof 2003). These sequences are referred to as RNA
motifs and they are often involved in tertiary interactions. There are two classes of
RNA motifs, according to the topology of the structure, internal loops and
hairpin/terminal loops (Moore 1999; Klosterman, Tamura et al. 2002; Leontis and
Westhof 2003). In paper I, the intrinsic stability of six terminal loops is studied.

Figure 8. RNA secondary structure.
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3.5

BASE FLIPPING

The bases in base pairs are hidden in the helix and cannot serve as recognition sites for
interactions like unpaired bases in structural motifs. Base pair opening, where the
hydrogen bonds between the bases in the base pair are broken, is common in both DNA
and RNA since bases involved in base pairs also need to be recognized. In DNA, base
pair opening is required for the strands to be separated during replication and
transcription.
While base pair opening is a smaller movement of both bases, base flipping is an event
where a base moves out of the helix ~180o and becomes accessible for enzymes. It has
been found to occur in systems where enzymes modify or repair individual bases
(Roberts and Cheng 1998; Cheng and Roberts 2001). The first crystal structure of such
a system to be determined was Hha I methyltransferase, bound to DNA with a flipped
out base (Klimasauskas, Kumar et al. 1994). Sequence similarities exist between DNA
methyltransferases and ADARs and it has been suggested that base flipping also is
involved in ADAR action.
Base pair opening is common in both RNA and DNA and it occurs on a millisecond
time scale (Leroy, Charretier et al. 1988; Folta-Stogniew and Russu 1994; Snoussi and
Leroy 2001) and for a base to flip out 180o more time is required (Spies and Schowen
2002). The lifetime for these movements is very short and it is difficult to study the
pathway for a base to move out of the helix by experiments. Theoretical studies can
propose a possible pathway for the base to flip out and also local minima on the way
out (Varani and McClain 2000; Giudice, Varnai et al. 2001; Banavali and MacKerell
2002; Giudice, Varnai et al. 2003; Pan and MacKerell 2003). Base flipping is studied
in papers II and III.
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4 RNA IN DRUG DESIGN
RNA molecules can be used in drug design both as drug targets and as drugs (Eckstein
2007; Melnikova 2007). Instead of targeting a protein associated with a disease, the
RNA coding for it can be targeted. Complementary base pairing is an advantage for
designing drugs that target mRNA, compared to designing drugs for protein binding
sites. Not only mRNA is an RNA drug target, the bacterial ribosome is a drug target for
a number of antibiotics and rRNA is involved in drug interactions (Yonath 2005).
There are different classes of RNA drugs such as antisense RNA, siRNA and RNA
aptamers. While antisense RNA and siRNA act on mRNA and cause gene silencing,
RNA aptamers can bind to various molecular targets, proteins for instance.
There are two approved RNA drugs so far, one RNA aptamer (Macugen) for agerelated macular degeneration and one antisense RNA (Vitravene) for AIDS-related
cytomegalovirus retinitis (Eckstein 2007; Melnikova 2007). The RNA aptamer targets a
protein, the vascular endothelial growth factor, which is involved in the formation of
new blood vessels.
In this chapter I will describe the mechanisms of antisense RNA which is used in the
oligonucleotide based artificial nuclease (OBAN) systems studied in paper IV.
4.1

ANTISENSE RNA

Antisense oligonucleotides were first used in 1970:s (Stephenson and Zamecnik 1978;
Zamecnik and Stephenson 1978). They are single stranded RNA- or DNA-like
oligonucleotides, ~18 nucleotides that are complementary to mRNA and can intervene
with gene expression by binding to the mRNA (Phillips and Zhang 2000; Eckstein
2007). A protein linked with disease can be prevented from being expressed by
introducing synthesized antisense oligonucleotides complementary to the mRNA, also
referred to as target RNA.
There are two mechanisms for how the target RNA is prevented from being translated,
either by physical blockage at the ribosome by being hybridized with the antisense
oligonucleotide or by cleavage of the target RNA by ribonuclease H (RNase H)
(Figure 9). Even though the original idea was that the target RNA hybridized with the
antisense oligonucleotide and becomes blocked and not translated, it is cleavage by
RNase H that is the preferred antisense mechanism.
The antisense oligonucleotide needs to be stable in vivo against enzymatic degradation.
There are a number of antisense modifications that improve the antisense
oligonucleotide by decreasing enzymatic degradation, increasing binding affinity and
decreasing toxicity. The early modifications were made to prevent degradation by
nucleases and one oxygen atom in the phosphate was exchanged for a sulphur atom
(phosphorothioates) (Figure 10a).
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Figure 9. The two mechanisms by which antisense oligonucleotides can stop protein synthesis. The
antisense oligonucleotide binds to the mRNA (target RNA) and the mRNA is not translated at the
ribosome or is cleaved by RNase H.

The affinity to the target RNA needed to be improved and modifications were made on
the sugars of the antisense oligonucleotide, for example O2’-methylations (Figure 10c)
(Eckstein 2007). These modifications made the antisense oligonucleotides even more
stable against nuclease degradation, but they do not activate RNase H well.

Figure 10. Examples of antisense modifications. In a) one phosphate oxygen atom, as in b), is
replaced by a sulphur atom . In c) the H2’, as in d), is replaced by a methyl group.
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4.1.1 Oligotide Based Artificial Nuclease (OBAN) systems
OBAN systems combine antisense methodology with an artificial cleavage agent
(Astrom, Williams et al. 2003). The artificial cleaving agent mimics nucleases and
cleave phosphodiester bonds in nucleic acids. In an OBAN system the artificial
nuclease is attached to the antisense strand via a linker and the cleavage can be directed
to a specific site at the target RNA (Figure 11). The target strand can be made more
sensitive for cleavage by the artificial nuclease by introducing a bulge in the target
strand when the antisense oligonucleotide and the target RNA hybridize.

Figure 11. Schematic illustration of an OBAN system where the target RNA contains a bulge and
the antisense strand is attached to the artificial cleavage agent via a linker.
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5 METHODS
Computer simulations can describe and predict the dynamics of a physical system with
known starting conditions. They serve as an important complement to experiments as
not every system can be studied by experiments. A computer simulation can be
described as an experiment performed in a computer. Molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations mimic the behavior of molecules with atomic detail, where the molecular
structure is determined by X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy or modeling. The
molecule in an MD simulation moves during a period of time and properties of
dynamics, structure, interactions etc can be studied. Newton’s second law of motion
describes the movements of the molecule. In the following chapter the essentials of MD
simulations are briefly described. For a comprehensive review please refer to Leach
(Leach 2001).
5.1

FORCE FIELDS

A force field sets the rules for how the molecule can move during the MD simulation
and is generated by a set of parameters together with a potential energy function:
E tot = E b + Eθ + Eφ + Eω + E vdW + E el

1)

Etot is the sum of bonded and non-bonded interactions. Eb is the energy for bond length,
Eθ for bond angle, Eφ for dihedral angle, Eω for improper dihedral angle, EvdW for van
der Waals interactions and E ele for electrostatic interactions (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Interactions in the potential energy function in MD simulations.
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The parameters used with the potential energy function have been determined using
experimental data and quantum mechanical calculations. There are different force fields
associated with an MD simulation package like AMBER (Weiner, Kollman et al. 1984)
or CHARMM (Brooks, Bruccoleri et al. 1983).
5.2

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

In MD simulations the atoms of a molecule change positions and velocities during
time. The force acting on each atom is the negative gradient of the potential energy
function. During the simulation a trajectory is created by the integration of Newton’s
second law of motion. The integration is carried out using a time step, typically 1 fs,
and an integration algorithm. The SHAKE (Ryckaert, Ciccotti et al. 1977) algorithm
keeps the bond length to hydrogens fixed. The highest frequency motions are removed
by using SHAKE and a time step of 2 fs can be used.
Water molecules usually surround a biomolecule in MD simulations. The biomolecule
and the water molecules form a finite system with boundaries. By using periodic
boundary conditions (PBC) the simulated system is surrounded by image systems in all
directions and mimics a larger amount of water molecules (Figure 13). If a particle
leaves the system during the simulation it is replaced by an image particle that enters
from the opposite side. PBC can be used with different geometrical shapes like a cube
or octahedron of water.

Figure 13. Periodic boundary conditions in two dimenstions. The real system is in the center with
black circles.
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The most time consuming calculations in MD simulations are those of the long-range
electrostatic interactions. These interactions used to be truncated so that only those
within a cutoff radius were included to save computational time. The treatment of longrange electrostatic interactions is important in charged molecules like RNA. The atombased force shift method (Steinbach and Brooks 1994) or the particle mesh Ewald
(PME) (Darden, York et al. 1993) summation methods are two ways of dealing with
the long-range electrostatic interactions that perform well for nucleic acids (Norberg
and Nilsson 2000).
5.3

MD SIMULATIONS OF NUCLEIC ACIDS

The first MD simulation of a biomolecule was performed on the Bovine Pancreatic
Trypsin Inhibitor (BPTI) in 1977 (McCammon, Gelin et al. 1977), the first MD
simulation of a nucleic acid was of a double-stranded 12 base pair DNA in 1983 (Levitt
1983). The early MD simulations were performed in vacuo but now MD simulations of
nucleic acids are performed using explicit water molecules around the DNA or RNA
molecule. The use of explicit water together with better force fields and better treatment
of long-range electrostatic interactions have improved the quality of MD simulations of
nucleic acids . Between 1998-2003 a number of reviews on MD simulations on nucleic
acids were published (Auffinger and Westhof 1998; Beveridge and McConnell 2000;
Cheatham and Kollman 2000; Cheatham and Young 2000; Norberg and Nilsson 2002;
Norberg and Nilsson 2003). Today, many different types of RNA have been simulated
from an entire tRNA (Auffinger, Louise-May et al. 1999) to an entire ribosome
(Sanbonmatsu, Joseph et al. 2005).
5.4

UMBRELLA SAMPLING

Base flipping is an event that occurs on a millisecond time scale, but MD simulations
are usually performed on a nanosecond time scale. In MD simulations one can study
equilibrium between configurations by studying how often the different configurations
exist. There are energetic barriers that make it difficult to study the unfavorable
configurations like a flipped out base. Base flipping can still be studied using the
umbrella sampling method. It is a method that samples both favorable and unfavorable
states. A weighting function is used and becomes larger for configurations that are far
away from the equilibrium:

wi (ω ) = k i (ω − ω i )

2)

where ω, is the reaction coordinate, ωi is a reference value and ki is a force constant.
The reaction coordinate describes the progression along the reaction pathway and it is
usually a geometrical parameter. It is not obvious how to choose the reaction coordinate
for base flipping but we used a center of mass (COM) pseudo-dihedral that was used
for base flipping before (Figure 14) (Banavali and MacKerell 2002). The choice of
reaction coordinate decides the pathway and the resulting free energy.
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Figure 14. Center of mass dihedral used for base flipping. a) is the base pair 3’ to the flipping base,
b) is the sugar 3’ to the flipping base, c) is the sugar of the flipping base and d) is the flipping base.

The free energy along a reaction coordinate is called the potential of mean force (PMF)
and is generated using the Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM) (Kumar,
Bouzida et al. 1992; Boczko and Brooks 1993). Umbrella sampling was used in paper
II-III to force a base to move out of the helix 180o through the minor and major groove
and the resulting PMF describes how much energy it costs to flip out the base.
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6

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1

PAPER I

Molecular dynamics study of intrinsic stability in six RNA terminal loop motifs:
In a terminal loop motif the RNA folds back after the loop and creates a stem, like a
tetraloop or a U-turn. There are tetraloop motifs that are common in ribosomal RNA
and that have been shown to be very stable in thermal melting experiments (Tuerk,
Gauss et al. 1988; Antao, Lai et al. 1991; Antao and Tinoco 1992). Previous work on
tetraloop stability has been made in the context of larger structures (Williams and Hall
2000; Li, Ma et al. 2001; Sorin, Engelhardt et al. 2002; Sarzynska, Nilsson et al. 2003;
Koplin, Mu et al. 2005; Sorin, Rhee et al. 2005); here we study possible intrinsic
stability in six different terminal loop motifs.
The sequences in this study are chosen from the major tetraloop motifs and also one Uturn motif and are UGOMAA (GOM=O2’-methylguanosine), AUCA, GCUUGC, GCAA,
AGUU and UUCG (Figure 15). The motifs were simulated at two temperatures (277 K
and 300 K) and with adjacent base pairs at 300 K. Three independent 5 ns simulations
were performed for all systems.
The degree of unfolding of the loops was measured using a distance (Ree) across the
loop. Ree was chosen between two atoms on each side of the loop and was less than 3 Å
for all loops in the starting structures. The structures with Ree< 4 Å were defined as
folded and the degree of folded structure of the simulation time was calculated. Most of
the simulations lead to unfolding of the loop structure according to the Ree distance.
Lowering the temperature or adding base pairs to the loop motifs can prevent the loop
from unfolding but unfolding still occurs in some of the loop motifs.
The loops that unfold most easily are AUCA and AGUU, both with the fourth base A4
and U4 pointing out of the loop in the starting structures. UGOMAA is found to be the
most stable loop because of hydrogen bonding from U1 to A3 and A4 and the three
purines stacked upon each other. GCAA, which has a similar structure as UGOMAA,
also has a hydrogen bond from G1 to A4 and it has two purines stacked upon each
other. GCUUGC also show intrinsic stability, because of the two G-C base pairs.
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Figure 15. Terminal motifs in color with additional nucleotides, in the long sequences, in white. a) is
UGOMAA, b) is AUCA, c) is GCUUGC, d) is GCAA, e) is AGUU and f) is UUCG. The dashed lines
show the Ree distance across the loop for each structure. The magenta colored sphere in a) indicates
the position of a Mg2+ ion.
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6.2

PAPER II

Molecular dynamics simulations and free energy calculations of base flipping in
dsRNA:
Adenosine deaminases acting on RNA (ADARs) are enzymes that catalyze the
deamination of adenosines into inosines in RNA that is mainly double stranded. ADAR
enzymes act nonselectively in double stranded RNA (dsRNA) and more selectively
where the dsRNA in disrupted by loops, mismatches or bulges (Bass 2002).
One site that is selectively deaminated is in the mammalian glutamate receptor subunit
B (gluR-B) pre-mRNA (Figure 16). The R/G site (changes arginine to glycine in the
codon) of this substrate is efficiently edited by ADAR2 in vivo (Higuchi, Maas et al.
2000). The adenosine at the R/G site is mismatched with a cytidine and a few base pairs
away there is another AC mismatch (46 site) that is not deaminated in vivo.
One of the aims for our simulations was to study the two similar sites and see if there
are structural or dynamical differences that direct ADAR2 to the R/G site and not the
46 site. It has been suggested that the adenosine flips out of the helix before
deamination. The other aim of the simulations was to study the base flipping at both
sites.
In our simulations we have compared the R/G site with the 46 site and mutated the C
into a U, to have an A-U base pair, at both sites to investigate the selectivity of
ADAR2. Base flipping at both sites was also studied using umbrella sampling. Five
sequences were used for the MD simulations; the R/G site (R/G-wt) with three base
pairs at each side of AC, the R/G site with the C/U mutation (R/G-mut), the 46 site (46wt) with three base pairs on each side of AC, the 46 site with the C/U mutation (46mut) and one longer sequence of 17 base pairs including both the R/G and 46 sites. The
long sequence was simulated in three independent runs of 6 ns each. R/G-wt and 46-wt
were simulated 10 ns each while R/G-mut and 46-mut were simulated for 5 ns each.
In the MD simulations, the A at the R/G site is more flexible than the A at the 46 site.
The nearby GU wobble pair is involved in movements of the A at the R/G site in the
short sequence. The free energy calculations show that the minor groove pathway is
more favorable than the major groove pathway. There is a local minimum in the minor
groove at 50o, where it costs less energy for R/G-wt than 46-wt to be in. The MD
simulations of the 17-base pair sequence also show that the A at the R/G-site spends
more of the simulation time at 50o than the A at the 46 site.

Figure 16. Part of the sequence of glutamate receptor B pre-mRNA.
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6.3

PAPER III

Influence of adenine protonation on uridine bulge dynamics in the U6 RNA
intramolecular stem loop:
There is an unpaired uridine, U80, in the U6 intramolecular stem loop of the
spliceosome (Figure 17) that is stacked at neutral pH and flipped out at lower pH
(Reiter, Blad et al. 2004). The uridine bulge in U6 is important for splicing since Mg2+
ion binding to U80 is essential for splicing (Yean, Wuenschell et al. 2000). Next to U80
there is a wobble pair, A79-C67, where A79 is protonated at the lower pH. When U80
is out of the stack the conformation of the helix is changed by straightening it up.
MD simulations have been performed on the NMR structures with U80 in the stack and
flipped out. The protonation state of A79 has also been changed in the starting
structures. Umbrella sampling was used to force U80 out from the stack with and
without A79 protonated. These simulations have been made to investigate the
dynamical behavior in the region around U80. The pathway of the base flipping cannot
be seen in the NMR structures but can be studied with the umbrella sampling.
U80 moves towards the major groove upon protonation of A79 in the unbiased
simulations. In the free energy calculations of the U80 base flipping, the energy barrier
is approximately 3.5 kcal/mol lower when A79 is protonated and the minor groove
pathway is favorable.

Figure 17. Secondary structure of the U6 intramolecular stem loop.
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6.4

PAPER IV

Stability and flexibility of RNA complexes containing bulge loops of different sizes:
RNA bulge loops are used for testing artificial cleavage enzymes in oligonucleotide
based artificial nuclease (OBAN) systems (Astrom, Williams et al. 2003). The target
strand contains the bulge, which is cleaved, and the antisense strand has a linker with
the artificial enzyme attached to it.
There is a bulge loop with structure determined by both X-ray crystallography (Cate,
Gooding et al. 1996) and NMR spectroscopy (Luebke, Landry et al. 1997). The
sequence from this bulge was used in OBAN-experiments by Roger Strömberg and coworkers and the NMR structures were used for our simulations (Figure 18). In the
OBAN experiments, the linker is attached to different positions in the antisense strand
in cleavage experiments and different bulge sizes were used (Astrom, Williams et al.
2003). In thermal melting experiments, the stability of the antisense-target complex was
tested with different bulge sizes and different modifications in the antisense strand
(Sandbrink, Ossipov et al. 2005).
These MD simulations are made to study how different bulge size and O2’methylations in the antisense strand affect the complex. Bulges with five, four and three
nucleotides were simulated.
The bulge introduces flexibility in the double stranded complex and the nucleotides of
the bulge are the most flexible within the complexes. The O2’-methylations change the
water distribution in the minor groove.

Figure 18. Bulges of different sizes. The bulge with five nucleotides (5-bulge) has the same sequence
as in the NMR structures 1ajl and 1ajt.
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7 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The total number of molecular structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman,
Westbrook et al. 2000) was 47, 625 in December 2007. During 2007, 6835 structures
were released at PDB and 5887 out of these were solved by X-ray crystallography. MD
simulations provide insights on the dynamics of a structure. Molecules in a cell are not
static, for example the spliceosome and the ribosome are dynamic machines. A static
structure cannot explain the dynamical behavior of a molecule. With the growing
number of structures released at PDB there are many questions that just a structure does
not provide an answer to. Even though not all structures at PDB are suitable for MD
simulations like electron microscopy structures and X-ray structures with low
resolution, many structures can be used for MD simulations and their dynamics
examined further. A wider range of biological questions can be addressed using MD
simulations as the number of PDB structures increase.
MD simulations themselves can be improved in a number of ways like the accuracy,
the number of molecules that can be simulated and the speed of the simulations. Force
fields are developed continuously to make the simulations more realistic and to make it
possible to simulate more types of molecules. MD simulations can be speeded up by
faster computers. With greater computational power the simulations can be made
longer and/or more simulations can be performed. Longer simulations give better
statistics and also a possibility to study events in the cell that occur on a longer timescale.
RNA molecules are promising in therapeutics since they can be used to prevent gene
expression of disease-related proteins. The synthesis of a protein is prevented and not
the inhibition of the activity of the protein. The aim of both antisense RNA and siRNA
is to destroy mRNA and both types of RNA molecules are potential as RNA drugs.
Even with other targets than mRNA molecules, RNA aptamers can be used and bind to
a protein and inhibit its activity. RNA-based therapies in clinical trial at the moment
(November 2007) act against for instance cancer, asthma and diabetes (Melnikova
2007). Of the presented RNA-based therapies in the review by Melnikova, most are
antisense RNA:s and the others are aptamers and siRNA:s. In another recent review
(Eckstein 2007) examples of oligonucleotides in clinical trials are presented. Also here,
the majority of the oligonucleotides are antisense oligonucleotides. The RNA
interference pathway using siRNA is more recently discovered than the antisense
mechanism and is already in clinical trials.
RNA molecules are advantageous as drug agents since they target mRNA and can stop
any kind of protein from being synthesized and also since base pairing can be used for
drug design when the sequence of the mRNA is known. RNA molecules as therapeutic
agents are still under development and the difficulties RNA molecules meet are
delivery to the cells that are affected by the disease, resistance against enzymatic
degradation, binding affinity and the possibility to bind to another part of mRNA to
name a few. Despite the difficulties, RNA molecules have a huge potential in therapy
of human diseases.
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There are only two approved RNA drugs at the moment but investments have been
made in the pharmaceutical industry during the past two years to develop RNA-based
drugs (Melnikova 2007). Billion-dollar deals have been made between biotechnology
and pharmaceutical companies around antisense RNA, RNA interference and aptamers.
RNA-based drugs could become the next generation of medicines.
Finally, I believe that both MD simulations and RNA structure will be important for
biomedical research in the future.
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